
             
  
 
 
 
Minutes of the meeting  of the jury for the 56th edition of the FAD Architecture and Interior Design Awards 
2014. 
 
 
On 3 July 2014 at the FAD offices at the Disseny Hub in Barcelona a meeting took place of the judging panel 
for the 56th edition of the FAD International Awards, composed of: 
Chair: Ramon Sanabria 
Panel members: 
Angela Garcia de Paredes 
Marcos Catalán Alucha 
Francesc Belart 
Ricardo Bak Gordon 
Esther Brosa 
 
 
Out of the 381 works presented for this competition, the jury has selected a total of 60 submissions. 
All the works selected eschew the cult of the object, applying themselves conscientiously to the setting and 
its dictates. 
All these works show a commitment to reflexion, possibly the consequence of a diminished production. In 
any event, this return to the disciplinary values of the profession takes us closer to a social ethic and one of 
service – albeit not servility - and a greater consistency between means and ends. 
This selection should be understood as an exemplary and optimistic response to the challenges and triviality 
of the current moment. 
 
EPHEMERAL INTERVENTIONS 
Art, landscape, architecture and design all make their presence felt in this work where metaphor successfully 
brings about the rebirth of that which was imagined already consummated: the panel awards the FAD Award 
for Ephemeral Interventions to WILD FURNITURE - LA AUTÉNTICA SILLA DE BARCELONA by RENÉ  MÜLLER and 
ARIANE PATOUT 

CITY AND LANDSCAPE 
In recognition of a strategy for the landscape achieved through a strong social commitment in which 
architecture serves as nexus between two hitherto disconnected realities, the jury awards the FAD City and 
Landscape Award to  EL VALLE TRENZADO, FASE 1B by GRUPO ARANEA    

INTERIOR DESIGN 
For a project possessed of risk and experimentation in a domestic setting that seeks  almost scientifically to 
construct poetry wholly consistent with its trajectory, the panel awards the FAD Interior Design Award to 
CASA ENTREMURS by RCR ARANDA PIGEM VILALTA ARQUITECTES 
 
ARCHITECTURE 
The jury awards two special mentions: 
The work of Estudi Arranz-Bravo GARCÉS-DE SETA-BONET, ARQUITECTES for its intelligent dialogue with the 
existing architectural features and its distinctive emplacement in the landscape 
and the Casa Chao project by CREUSECARRASCOARQUITECTOS for its decisive urban response and judicious 
and contained interpretation of surrounding traditional architectural styles 
 
 

 



AND AWARDS the FAD 2014 Architecture Award to PERCURSO PEDONAL ASSISTIDO DA BAIXA AO CASTELO 
DE SÃO JORGE by FALCAO DE CAMPOS ARQUITECTO, LDA.   
While this project's aims are in themselves praiseworthy, bearing in mind its transformational power and the 
resources available, more significant yet is the rendering of this public work that manages to synthesize the 
virtues of rehabilitation with techniques resulting from a very considerable work of research and a strong 
sensitivity. 
 
 
Chair: Ramon Sanabria 
 
 
Panel members: 
Angela Garcia de Paredes, Marcos Catalán Alucha, Francesc Belart, Ricardo Bak Gordon, Esther Brosa 
 


